OSSMETER is an open-source platform for automatically analysing the source code, bug tracking systems, and communication channels of open source software projects.

**Discover**
Search through thousands of open-source software projects to discover those that suit your needs.

**Compare**
Explore the differences between similar projects, comparing projects on the metrics that are important to you.

**Adopt**
Select the project that best fits your requirements and start using it.

**Monitor**
Monitor adopted open-source software to ensure that it remains active and healthy.

Type for Open-Source Software
Pain = *fickle*, but valuable, open-source projects
Project = make project quality *visible*
Profit = *decisive* knowledge available at the right time

**Unique selling points**
- integrating data sources (*code, issues, community*)
- providing *hundreds* of meaningful metrics
- configured with user-defined *quality model*
- presented via well-designed visuals and API

**Route-to-market**
- **Product** - install & configure in your unique context
- **Service** - provide insight to consumers and producers alike via web
- **Consult** - build customer-specific extensions or advise directly